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The topology of the space of rational curves 

on a toric variety and related pro bl ems 
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電気通倍大学情報理工学研究科 (Universityof Electro-Communications) 

Abstract 
We report about the recent joint work with A. Kozlowski [16] (cf. [15], [18]) 

concerning to the topology of spaces of rational curves on a toric variety and related 
problems. 

1 Introduction 

Spaces of maps. For connected spaces X and Y, let Map*(X, Y) denote the space 
consisting of all base point preserving continuous maps from X to Y with the compact-

open topology, and for each class DE  7ro(Map*(X, Y)), let M鴫 (X,Y) denote the path-
component of Map*(X, Y) corresponding to the homotopy class D. When X = CP1 and 
Y is a complex manifolds, we denote by Hoら(S叫Y)the space of all base point preserving 

holomorphic maps f E Map;(s叫Y)= OEJY. 

Convex rational polyhedral cones. A convex rational polyhedral cone is the subset of 
股m of the form 

(1.1) び=Cone(S) = Cone(mぃ・・・,m』={L入k叫：入kミO}
k=l 

for some finite set S = { mk : 1 ::; k ::; s} c zm and it is called strongly convex if 

び n(一O')= {Om}, where we set Om = (0, 0, ・ ・ ・, 0) E罠匹 WhenSis the emptyset 0, we 
set Cone(0) = {Om} and we may also regard it as one of convex rational polyhedral cones. 

Fans and toric varieties. Let X be an m dimensional irreducible normal algebraic 
variety over CC. One says that X is a toric variety if it has an algebraic action of of an 

algebraic torus雰=(CC*r, such that the orbit雰・*of some point * E X is dense in 
X and isomorphic to 11'四.A toric variety X is characterized up to isomorphism by its 
fan I;, which is a finite collection of strongly convex rational polyhedral cones in賊m such 

that every face T of a E I; belongs to I; and the intersection a1 n a2 of any two elements 

a1, a2 E I; is a face of each ak (k = 1, 2). We denote by x~the toric variety associated to 
the fan刃．
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Polyhedral products and homogenous coordinates. Let K be a simplicial complex 
on the index set [r] = {1, 2, • • • , r },1 and let (X, A) be pair of spaces such that A c X. 
Then define the polyhedral product忍 (X,A) with respect to K by the union忍 (X,A)= 
LJuEK(X,A)汽where(X,A)" = {(x1, ・ ・ ・,xr) E xr: xk EA if k ff_ u}. 

Note that the space ZK(D叫Sりisusually called the moment-angle complex of K. 

Definition 1.1. Let~be a fan in !Rm such that {Om} 呈~, and let~(1) = {Pi,・・・, Pr} 
denote the set of all one dimensional cones in刃．

(i) For each integer 1 :::; k :::; r, we denote by nk E zm the primitive generator of Pk, 

such that Pk n左=Z~0·nk. Note that Pk = Cone(n砂
(ii) Let K,E denote the underlying simplicial complex of~defined by 

(1.2) 応={ {i1, ・・・,is} C [r]: Cone(nii, ・ ・ ・, ni.) E吋・
It is e邸 yto see that応 isa simplicial complex on the index set [r]. 

(iii) Next, define the subgroup GE c'll'c by 

(1.3) 伍={(μ1, ...'凸） E冗： IT(μ 砂(nk,m〉=1 for all m E左｝，
k=l 

where〈u,v〉＝区r;=lU砂kfor U = (妬，・・・,um)and v = (v1, ・・・，％）€ 股匹

(iv) Consider the natural GE-action on ZIC,, (C, C*) given by coordinate-wise rnultipli-

cation, i.e. 

伽，..., μr)・(x1,・ ・ ・, Xr) = (μ1x1, ・ ・ ・, μ 凸）

for ((μ1, ・・・ ，凸）， (x1,... 'ヰ）） E Gr; X z心 (C,C*). ロ

Let I(K叫＝｛び C [r]: び1'.K吋 andconsider the orbit space ZIC刃(C,C*)/G~. Now 
recall the following result due to D. Cox. 

Theorem 1.2 (D. Cox; [4], [5]). Let~be a fan in股mas in Definition 1.1 and suppose 

that the set { nk};;=1 of all primitive generators spans町．

(i) Then there is a natural isomorphism 

(1.4) X1:: 竺互(C,C*)/GI: ・

(ii) If f : (Cps→ XE is a holomorphic map, then there exists an r-tuple D 

(d1, ・ ・ ・, dr) E (Z2oY of non-negative integers satisfying the condition~ いd叫 =0加

and homogenous polynomials f; E C[z0, ・ ・ ・, zs]。1degreed; (i = 1, 2, • • • , r) such that the 
polynomials {f;};Eu have no common root except Os+I E cs+i for each a E I(応） and that 

the diagram 

(1.5) 

(Cs+l ¥ {Os□｝互

廿
ZK1:: (<C, <C*) 

吋
cps _!_→ 互 (C,C*)/G1; = XE 

1 In this paper by a simplicial complex K we always mean an an abstract simplicial complex, and we 
always assume that a simplicial complex K contains the empty set 0. 
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"Is . cs+i ¥ {Os+1}→ cps and作：知(C,C*)→ x~ is commutative where two map・ 

denote the canonical Hopf fibering and the canonical projection, respectively. In this case, 
we call this holomorphic map f a holomorphic map of degree D = (dぃ・ • ・, dr) and we 
represent it as f = [fぃ・ ・ ・, fr]-

(iii) If g; E C[z0, ・ ・ ・, Zs] is a homogenous polynomial of degree d; (1 :::; i :::; r) such 

that f = [Ji , ・ ・ ・, fサ=[gぃ・ ・ ・, gr], there exists some element (μ ぃ・ • ・, μr) E G~such that 
f; =μ; ・g; for each l :::; i :::; r・口

Assumptions. From now on, let~be a fan in町 asin Definition 1. 1, and assume 

that x~is simply connected.2 Thus, we can identify x~= 年(C, C*)/Gr:, and we shall 
assume that the following condition holds. 

(1.5.1) There is an r-tuple D = (d1, ・ ・ ・,dr) E (Z::,1Y such that I: し1dknk = Om. 

2 Spaces of rational curves on a toric variety 

Let pd denote the space of all rnonic polynomials f (z) =砂＋釘zd-1+-・ •+ad-IZ十知 E CC[z] 

of degreed, 皿 dwe set 

(2.1) pD = pd1 X p必 X・・・Xp凸

Now let D = (dぃ・・・,dr)E(応）r be an r-tuple of positive integers satisfying (1.5.1) and 
consider a base point preserving holomorphic map f = [f 1, ・ ・ ・, f』:CPS→ X:E of the 
degree D for the case s = 1. 

In this situation, we make the identification CP1 =炉=CUoo and choose the points oo 

and [1, 1, • • • , 1] as the base points of CP1 and X:E respectively. Then, by setting z =詈， for

each 1さKさrwe can view fk as a monic polynomial fk(z) E pdk in the complex variable 
z. Thus we can identify the space H鳴 (S汽X:E)of all base point preserving holomorphic 

maps f: S2→ X:E of the degree D with some spaces of r-tuples (fi(z), • • • , fr(z)) E pD 
as follows. 

Definition 2.1. (1) First consider the case that the r-tuple D = (d1,・・・,dr) E (Z::::1Y 
satisfies the condition (1.5.1). 

In this case, for any r-tuple D = (dぃ• ・・ ，山） E (Z::::1Y satisfying the condition (1.5.1), 
one can identify the space Hoら(S汽X:E)with the space all r-tuples (f1(z), ・ ・ ・, fr(z)) E pD 

satisfying the condition 

(t) For any a= {i1, ・ ・ ・, is} E I(Kr:), the polynomials f;1 (z), ・ ・ ・, J;,(z) have no common 
root i.e. (!;1 (a), ・ ・ ・, f;, (a))ヂ(0,• • • , 0) for any a E C. 

20ne can show that the set S = { nk : 1 ::; k :::; r} of primitive generators spansか overZ if XE is 
simply connected. Thus the set S also spans茫 andthe assumption of Theorem 1.2 is satisfied. 
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Then define the natural inclusion map 

(2.2) 

by 

(2.3) 

iv: H鳴 (S2,XE)→Map*(S2,XE) =炉XE

り(fi(z),... , fr(z))(a) = { [J1(a), ・ ・ ・, fr(a)] if a E <C 
[1, 1, ・ ・ ・, 1] 1f a= oo 

where we choose the points oo and [1, 1, • • • , 1] as the base points of S2 and X:r:. 

Since H鳴 (S汽X:r:)is path-connected, the image ofり iscontained in a certain path-
component of炉X:r:,which is denoted by瑞X:r:.Thus we have a natural inclusion 

(2.4) iv: H鳴 (S叫XE)→Ma砂(S2,XE)=瑞XE,

(2) Next we shall consider the general case. 

Indeed, for each r-tuple D = (dぃ・ ・ ・, dr) E (Z:>:1f of positive integers, let Hl5 denote 
the space of r-tuples (f1(z), ・ ・ ・, fr(z)) E pD satisfying the condition (t). 

Note that Hl5 = Holl:i(S叫XE)when the condition江乳叫=Om is satisfied. ロ

Definition 2.2. (i) A map f : X→ Y is called a homology equivalence through dimension 
N (resp. a homotopy equivalence through dimension N) if the induced homomorphism 
J. : Hk(X, Z)→ Hk(Y, Z) (resp. f. : 冗 (X)→叫 Y))is an isomorphism for any k :::; N. 

(ii) We say that a set S = { n;u・・・ ，叫}is a a primitive collection if it does not span 
a cone in~but any proper subset of it does. Then define integers rmin(~) and d(D, ~) by 

(2.5) rmin(~) = min{s = card(S) E Z:>:1: S = {n紅， ...'n;,}.1s a pnm1t1ve collection}, 

(2.6) d(D; ~) = (2rmin(~) -3)dmin -2, where dmin = min{ di,・・・, dr }. 

Atiyah-Jones-Segal type Theorem. The main purpose of this note is to report the 
following result. 

Theorem 2.3 ([16]). Let XE be a simply connected non-singular toric variety, and let 

D = (d1, ・ ・ ・, dr) E (Z;:,1Y be an r-tuple of positive integers such that区いd叫 =Om.
Then the inclusion map 

in:H鳴 (S2,XE)→ 瑞XEC::o'.炉互(D心）

is a homotopy equivalence through dimension d(D; ~) if'I'min(~)~3, and it is a homology 

equivalence thmugh dimension d(D; ~) = dmin -2 if'I'min(~) = 2. ロ

Corollary 2.4. Let XE be a simply connected non-singular toric va加 ty,and suppose that 

there is an r-tuple D. = (mぃ・ ・・ ，叫） E (砂）r of positive integers such that L~=l m叫＝

Om. Then for each D =(di,・・・, dr) E (Z;:,1Y of positive integers, there is a map 

ゅ： H五→瑞XEC::o'.炉互(D心）

which is a homotopy equivalence thmugh dimension d(D; ~) if rmin(~)~3, and a homology 
equivalence thmugh dimension d(D; ~) = dmin -2 if rmin(~) = 2. ロ
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Related topics and problems. Finally we shall comment about the related topics. 

Remark 2.5. (i) When XI: = CCP• withs 2: 2, we can obtain the more sharper result (see 

the detail in [13] and [14]). 
(ii) If XI: is compact, M. Guest [7] proved that the map iD is a homotopy equivalence 

through dimension dmin -1 and this result is stronger than that of Theorem 2.3 when 

r min(~) = 2. In this reason the author and A. Kozlowski are wondering whether the map 
iD might be a homotopy equivalence through dimension d(Dぶ） even if r min(~) = 2. 

(iii) More generally one can consider the similar problem for the inclusion map iD : 
Holい (CCP•, XI:)→ Map訊 (CCP•, XI:) whens 2: 2, and this problem was really investigated 
by J. Mostovoy and E. Munguia-Villanueva in [21]. 

(iv) One can consider the space of resultants related to the space Hoら(S汽XI:)of 
rational curves on toric varieties and it seems very interesting to investigate whether a 
similar Atiyah-Jones-Segal conjecture holds for this space. Indeed, when XI: = CCP•, this 
problem was solved very nicely in [15]. In the subsequent paper [18], Kozlowski and the 
author will discuss about the homotopy types of the space of resultants related to toric 
varieties. ロ
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